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likely to play him false—a Communist. Scarcely had the proceed-
ings of the House been declared open ere the Communist leader,
Torgler, asked to be heard. He moved for an alteration of the
order of the day to enable the vote of no-confidence which had
been submitted to be taken first. By the rules of the Reichstag
the objection of a single member would have defeated the motion,
but before anyone in a crowded house could divine the purpose
of a typical, and so apparently innocent, Communist motion the
Speaker had accepted it.
But once again Gocring had failed to lay his plans carefully.
He could have proceeded at once to the debate or to the vote,
which could have been carried against any likely opposition. In-
stead he allowed one of his own party to move that the House
adjourn for half an hour—the half-hour that was all that Papen
needed to draft the decree above the presidential signature.
When the members reassembled Goering at once put the Com-
munist no-confidence motion to the vote and proceeded to divide
the House. The moment the words were out of his mouth., before
anyone could stir, Papen leaped to his feet and demanded to be
heard. Without looking in his direction Goering proceeded with
the division and, when the chancellor angrily insisted, curtly told
him that no business of any kind could be taken while a division
was in progress. The challenge was instantly taken up. Without
deigning to argue, the chancellor slowly walked from the minis-
terial benches to the Speaker's desk and laid the decree of dissolu-
tion upon it. Then in a deadly, excited silence he left the chamber,
followed by all his cabinet colleagues, leaving the deputies to
record a perfectly valueless vote.
There was no doubt of the result of the division; no-confidence
was carried by 512 votes to 42, with five abstentions. Having
gleefully announced the figures, Goering picked up the decree
with a gesture of contempt and, having read it out, declared,
amid long rolls of applause, that, as in virtue of the vote the
government had fallen, the decree had no validity whatever. He
resumed his seat amid deafening cheering from the extremist
benches, but it was not that stern cheering that has fight in it; it
was the "hip-hip-hoorays" of irresponsible schoolboys*

